The first step of this investigation has been to analyze the cold roll forming process of the upright, using a specific finite element (FE) program that includes geometric and material non-linearity. After the process simulation, the residual strains and stresses are obtained. In a second step, these values are introduced as initial stress state in the FE model that will be used to analyse the behaviour of the upright column under compression. The compression analysis is also completed with geometric and material non linearity, so that elastic and inelastic buckling can be modelled, and the ultimate loads are obtained. The results are compared with the ones obtained by the classic two step method (linear elastic buckling to obtain an initial deformation shape and then use it as initial geometric imperfection for the nonlinear analysis). They are also compared to the results obtained experimentally.
Introduction
The buckling behaviour of rack uprights subject to compression is influenced by many different factors (length of the column, end section boundary conditions, geometric imperfections, presence of perforations, etc.). For the uprights obtained by cold roll forming, the changes introduced in the material by this process (residual stresses and strain hardening) have also an important effect.
For numerical prediction of the ultimate strength of cold-formed steel thin-walled sections in compression [1] , a finite element model including geometric and material nonlinearities is commonly used. The standard approach consists of modelling imperfection distribution as buckling modes (linear buckling analysis). Generally the first (critical) buckling mode is selected for use in subsequent nonlinear analysis. As for imperfection magnitudes, values from standards and literature are usually taken. These values include the effects of residual stresses from the cold roll forming process and other factors such as loading eccentricity, etc. Therefore, both distribution and magnitude are more a modelling convenience than a physical reality. The column's initial imperfections can also be included as different linear combinations of the critical buckling mode shapes obtained through preliminary linear stability analysis [2] . Statistical information on local and distortional buckling imperfection magnitudes that were measured on actual cross-sections is provided in [3] . This paper shows values with 25%, 50% and 75% of probability of exceedance for both types of imperfections. Schafer's research group is involved with continuing this imperfection spectrum work [1] . On the other hand, many researchers have used measured geometric imperfections to study their effect on the ultimate strength of cold-formed steel members [3, 4] . A mechanistic model for prediction of residual stresses and strains is provided in [5] , which allows the modeller to consider their effects by generating a more accurate set of initial conditions.
In the present work the cold roll forming process has been simulated and residual strains and stresses numerically derived by means of finite element modelling of cold work of steel sheet including geometric and material non linearity. The attention is focused on the influence of the residual stresses in the buckling behaviour of uprights with open thin-walled steel sections.
The aim of the present investigation is to compare the results obtained from nonlinear analysis including residual stresses as an initial stress state, with those provided by the classic two step method (linear elastic buckling to obtain an initial deformation shape and then use it as initial geometric imperfection for the nonlinear analysis). They are also compared to the results from experimental testing.
Obtaining residual stresses
The steel sheet forming is reproduced through COPRA [6] and the parameters involved in the analysis are checked until the formed profile is approved. Once the geometry has been properly adjusted, the finite element model provides comprehensive information of the stresses, strains and displacements introduced in the profile by the cold roll forming process. The flower pattern is designed by means of twenty forming line stations ( Figure  1 ) by using the deformation technology module, which acts as a pre-processor of the non-linear finite element analysis module (Figure 2 ). The Swift's curve is used to define the material plastic behaviour. Figure 2 : Simulated roll forming stages Through these simulations it is possible to analyse the changes undergone by the steel sheet, from its initial state until leaving the production line with the desired shape. The large strains introduced in the process, beyond the yield point, make several areas to deform plastically, which generates important residual strains and stresses. Figure 3 shows the values of equivalent plastic strains reached during the roll forming process at the midsection of the roll forming profile. As seen, the highest values belong to the corner regions. 
Transferring
The FE model for nonlinear analysis of upright in compression has been created using ANSYS 13.0 [7] . The residual strains of a section of the formed profile are selected from COPRA simulation and introduced in the ANSYS finite element model. The section is located at the central portion of the profile to prevent local effects and ensure a representative residual stress distribution. This residual strain pattern is spread out along the whole profile. The values are taken at the integration points.
S coordinate S coordinate
The transfer of residual strains from COPRA to ANSYS is done. The residual strain pattern is extended along the column. Then, the member is fixed at both ends (all DOF constrained, to prevent distortion) representing the clamped condition and axial symmetry along the Z axis is applied. These boundary conditions, shown in Figure 8 , reproduce the experimental set-up, as seen in Figure 12. 
Post equilibrium
After equilibrium of residual strains, the initial elastic strains (from roll forming process, Figures 4-5 ) and the final elastic strain (once transferred and after equilibrium) are compared in Figures 6-7. As it can be seen, they are very similar on both faces of cross-section. This demonstrates that data transfer from COPRA to ANSYS works correctly because the same residual strain pattern is obtained. After equilibrium analysis, the column exhibits a deformed shape due to the action of residual strains introduced. This artificial geometrical imperfection is really small if compared to those used in conventional models: 1.8 mm as [3] , and 1.38 mm as [8] . It should be kept in mind that those include not only residual stresses, but also geometrical imperfection, load eccentricity, etc. For a 1000 mm column length, the total displacement field is shown in Figure 8 , where it can be seen that the maximum values (0.348348 mm) belong to the central portion of the member. 
Residual stress distribution
Longitudinal (SZ) residual stress distributions are plotted on both faces over crosssection in Figures 9-11 . Figure 9 shows distribution on the inner face, Figure 10 shows distribution on the outer face and Figure 11 shows membrane stress distribution. Longitudinal residual stresses vary trough the thickness, given that a different distribution (in sign and magnitude) is derived on both the inner and outer face of the cross-section. As observed, the highest longitudinal stress values are around the corners.
Integration point values
Extrapolation to the nodes Integration point values and extrapolation to the nodes are both presented. Special attention must to be paid to graphs presenting values calculated by extrapolation to the nodes. Correct values belong to integration points. However, extrapolated values have been used to compare FE results to strain gauge measurements, since readings are taken on material surface.
Comparison of results
In this Section results obtained by nonlinear finite element analysis -both the standard approach (without residual stresses) and model including residual stressesare compared with the experimental tests carried out by the authors. Seven different column lengths ranging from 250 to 1500 mm tested in compression have been analyzed.
Experimental tests
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Standard approach. Conventional model
Experimental test features have been reproduced in the finite element model, in particular boundary conditions (Figure 12-13) . The material has been modelled as in Section 2. Shell181 (4-node finite strain shell element) has been used. The compression analysis is done with geometric and material non linearity, so that elastic and inelastic buckling can be modelled, and ultimate loads are obtained. This is the classic two step method: linear elastic buckling to obtain an initial deformation shape and then use it as initial geometric imperfection shape for the nonlinear analysis. Further details can be found in [9] .
Using critical buckling mode
The first (critical) buckling mode is selected from linear analysis for use in subsequent nonlinear analysis.
The second column in Table 2 shows the numerical results. Imperfection sizes used are shown in the third column. The fourth column presents the ratio numerical/experimental ultimate load, and buckling mode is given in the last column. Table 2 : FEM results using the critical mode
As seen in Table 2 , this common procedure overestimates the carrying load capacity of the upright for lengths prone to distortional failure.
Using appropriate buckling mode
Consecutive buckling modes from linear analysis are checked until obtaining the lowest ultimate load. Analysis is done under the same conditions as previous Section. Table 3 : FEM results using the appropriate mode There is a good agreement between the (appropriate mode) method and experimental results. On the other hand the (first mode) method provides no reliable results.
Residual stresses included in the finite element model
In this Section results obtained by nonlinear finite element analysis including residual stresses are compared with the experimental tests, and also with the standard approach presented in Section 4.2. Solid 186 (20-node element) has been used in this case.
The nonlinear analysis is performed by including the residual stresses obtained in Section 3.3 as an initial stress state, instead of using the linear elastic buckling to obtain an initial deformation shape.
Ultimate load, or failure load, obtained by FEM including residual stresses is listed below for all tested lengths, and compared to the experimental data. 
Conclusion
• The simulation of the cold roll forming process of the upright provides complete information about the residual strains and stresses introduced in every part of the section during the process.
• The transfer of residual strains produced in the roll forming process, as initial strains into the FE model that will be used to analyse the behaviour of the upright under compression, has been done successfully. After equilibrium, the elastic strain pattern of both models has been compared, and is very similar.
• The initial geometric imperfections generated by the residual strains in the FE model are much smaller than the conventional imperfections commonly used in the classic two step analysis method.
• It is not necessary to define an initial geometrical imperfection if residual stresses are introduced in the finite element model. • The ultimate loads obtained by simulation with the residual strains agree very well with the experimental results (mean ratio: 1.00, deviation: 0.03). They agree better than the results obtained with the conventional two step method (mean ratio: 1.09, deviation: 0.06.
